
Royal Room Maple Room Pearl Ballroom I Pearl Ballroom II Royal Room II
10:00AM R E G I S T R A T I O N  &  B R E A K F A S T

11:00AM

• EXP201
Reduce cost and increase efficiency with 

AWS Cloud

• USE101
How AWS helps bring digital public goods 

from India to the world

with Digital India Corporation, eGov Foundation, and 

MOSIP

• EXP206
Adopt modern application lifecycles and 

DevOps with AWS

11:50AM K E Y N O T E
12:50PM L U N C H

1:55PM

• ADT202-S
How Koo builds near real-time 

personalised feeds on AWS 

with Koo, sponsored by Aerospike

• EXP202-S
How cloud can help India innovate the 

healthcare space

sponsored by Intel

• USE201
Building citizen-scale e-governance 

applications on cloud

with Digital India Corporation

• INV101
Create a culture of innovation and  

action in the public sector

with Bangalore International Airport Limited, Digi 

Yatra Foundation, UNFPA, and Coal India Limited

• USE205
Train your team to use ML models with 

Amazon Redshift 

2:55PM

• ADT101
The digital transformation journey with 

AWS

with Cygnet Infosystems, irisgst.com, and Goods and 

Services Tax Network

• EXP101
Accelerating power sector transformation 

with AWS

with TP Western Odisha Distribution Limited and  

PTC India Limited 

• USE202
The only goal: Make healthcare accessible 

to all

with CDAC, Plus91, Driefcase, and Qure.AI

• INV201
How EdTechs push tech barriers to 

transform learning

with Unstop, Practically, and Careers360

• USE301
Dive deep into securing modern 

applications

3:55PM

• ADT102
Use data insights to improve citizen 

services with AWS ProServe

• EXP203
Scale citizen platforms on AWS

• USE203
Affordable education with AWS for 

thousands in rural India

with NxtWave and LEAD

• INV202
Build Web3 and blockchain applications 

on AWS

with Polygon, LegitDoc, TraceX, and 21K School

• EXP207
Manage FHIR healthcare data with AWS

4:55PM

• ADT203
Bolster security with Zero Trust framework 

on AWS

• EXP204
Scale for impact: Transforming the way 

EdTech reaches students with AWS

with Physics Wallah and Metis Eduventures Private 

Limited

• USE102
Build secure systems and support your 

mission with AWS Cloud

with Cropin Technologies Private Limited and 

mJunction

• INV102
Embed ML to impact lives and 

livelihoods of Indian citizens

with PTC, Wadhwani AI, Intello Labs, and SHL
• ADT103
Digital maturity framework for higher 

education institutions 

5:45PM

• ADT204
Build Quantum Computing Solutions on 

AWS

• EXP205
Use AWS AI services to extract information 

from documents

• USE204
Serverless and container: Better together

• INV103
Scale your geospatial platform using 

GeoAI

with IGenesys and Map My India

10:50AM

2:05PM 1:50PM

2:50PM

3:50PM

4:50PM

I’M ADOPTING CLOUD STRATEGIES I’M EXPERIMENTING WITH AWS I ALREADY USE AWS I INNOVATE WITH AWS CHALK TALKS

5:35PM

Agenda At-A-Glance
Agenda is subject to change. See latest agenda here.D E L H I

https://aws.amazon.com/events/summits/new-delhi/agenda/?public-sector-summits-card.sort-by=item.additionalFields.headline&public-sector-summits-card.sort-order=asc&awsf.public-sector-summits-session-type=*all&awsf.public-sector-summits-session-track=*all&awsf.public-sector-summits-level=*all&awsf.public-sector-summits-category=*all&awsf.public-sector-summits-industry=*all&awsf.public-sector-summits-role=*all


I’m adopting 

cloud 

strategies

I’m 

experimenting

with AWS

This track is for customers 
building solutions with AWS 
Cloud. Sessions focus on cloud 
acceleration, including 
migrations, security operations, 
and modenisation. Attendees 
learn how to experiment and 
achieve citizen impact securely, 
manage applications at scale, 
and adopt analytic and machine 
learning to gain insights.

I innovate 

with AWS

This track empowers decision 
makers and technologists with 
information on how emerging 
technologies can help them 
deliver on their missions. Session 
topics cover cultural change, 
digital transformation, and skills 
enhancement.

I already 

use AWS

This track helps attendees 
deepen their understanding of 
cloud-centred technology. 
Sessions dive into cloud 
architectures and changes 
organisations have made to best 
capitalise on the benefits of the 
cloud. Topics include modern 
application development, 
microservices, data governance, 
operating models, and financial 
operations (FinOps).

This track is ideal for decision 
makers and anyone curious 
about cloud computing. Learn 
about cloud capabilities from 
AWS experts, and hear from 
customers about building and 
executing their cloud strategies. 
This track highlights how AWS 
approaches key issues, including 
data protection and how to 
reach scale.

Tracks explained

I’M ADOPTING CLOUD STRATEGIES I’M EXPERIMENTING WITH AWS I ALREADY USE AWS I INNOVATE WITH AWS



Session IDs explained

201USE

Abbreviated three-letter code 

for topics listed within each 

session

Please note:

Sponsored content will follow the same 

format above, followed by -S 

(i.e. SEC201-S)

Sessions dive 
deeper into the 
selected topic. 

Presenters 
assume that the 

audience has 
some familiarity 

with the topic, but 
may or may not 

have direct 
experience 

implementing a 
similar solution.

Sessions are 
focused on 

providing best 
practices, details 

of services 
features and 

demos, with the 
assumption that 
attendees have 

introductory 
knowledge of the 

topics.

Sessions are 
focused on 

providing an 
overview of AWS 

services and 
features, with the 
assumption that 

attendees are new 
to the topic.

Introductory Intermediate Advanced

Level 300Level 100 Level 200

Each session ID starts with an abbreviated three-letter code followed by a three-digit 
numeric code representing the session level based on technicality of the content. 


